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WORKING WITH 
MISCOMMUNICATIONS
Miscommunication Diaries
■ Mary’s story
■ “More enough, more enough”
1. I bet Mary will never forget what she did wrong
2. And never forget the right way of doing it
■ This counts for Mary as a really vivid language learning experience
Miscommunication Diaries
■ The stuff of real life
■ Value in working with the miscommunications that students experience
■ Crucially: once Mary understood what happened to her, she was able to go about 
repairing the rupture in her relationship that this had caused
Creating miscommunication diaries
This is what happened This is what I said This is what I thought This is what I think now
PARTICIPATION
Turn-taking
A work context (Cui, 2014)
■ Context: Australia; an office party to celebrate completion of a major project
■ Mei (Chinese) wants to express her gratitude to her colleague Mary. She has 
rehearsed what wants to say.
■ People are chatting in a group. People leave and the group gets smaller
■ But Mei reports “I didn’t know how to get into the conversation” and just 
stood there. She couldn’t find an entry point even to say goodbye
■ This “left Mei with an intensely negative feeling about herself” (p. 204)
■ She reports “After seven years . . . I’m still not able to participate in such 
talks. I was behaving like a little fool standing there’” (p. 204). 
An education context
■ “It is still very difficult for me to speak up in class because I don't 
know when to get in the discussion! Students here are allowed to 
speak up freely and it is okay to interrupt others' speech, but I'm not 
used to doing that because we don't do that very much in my home 
country. So I don't know how to interrupt and join the discussion. But if 
you don't interrupt, you sometimes don’t get any chance to speak up.” 
(Morita, 2000, p. 298)
What’s going on?
The local colleague/classmate/tutor perspective
■ Willingness to communicate?
– International students characterized as shy, unfriendly, unable to speak, 
reluctant to participate
The second language user perspective
■ Excluded from discussion?
– Marginalized, ideas not valued, teachers and students should be doing more to 
create space for participation
A third perspective: We can teach this
A few facts about turn-taking (Enfield, 2017):
■ “The average time that people take to respond to a question is about the same time 
that it takes to blink the eye: 200 milliseconds” (Enfield, 2017, p. 1)
■ For people in a conversation, this sounds like no gap at all
■ A one second delay counts as hesitation
■ But, to move from an intention to speak to actual articulation of speech takes about 
600 milliseconds


How does it work?
■ How can a listener normally respond in 0.2 seconds when it takes 0.6 seconds for 
thoughts to turn into words?
■ Speakers project the end of turns. We can hear it coming
Audio clips
■ “. . . of the many aspects of spoken English, turn-taking is perhaps the least tackled 
in pedagogical materials and classroom instruction” (Wong & Waring, 2010, p. 14) 
Syllabus content
■ Consciousness-raising: awareness of turn-taking as a ‘thing’ and as a potential 
source of difficulty
■ Identifying and signalling turn completion: phonological cues, grammatical and 
action completion, body language
■ Taking the floor: deploying turn entry devices, non-verbal starts, overlap etc.
■ Holding the floor: projecting multi-unit turns, rush throughs etc.
■ Orchestrating the floor: awareness of last as next bias, practice in nominating and 
holding the floor, body language
Ryan & Forrest (In Press)
(Unsolicited) Feedback
■ “I'm happy to tell you that turn-taking helped me to get high score in [English course 
name]”. And in the nursing program lectures and tutorials that she attended “I can 
easily to accept and follow class discussion, it's really useful.”
■ “In group discussion assignments, I felt comfortable to jump [in] or help support 
other classmates speaking, so I got high score, thank you very much.”
■ “It’s much easier to find my way and speak in class because you taught us turn-
taking. I really want to thank you so much.”
■ “Actually, it’s much more useful for me now in mainstream class, more useful than 
first semester [in Advanced English].”
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